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1 Introduction

Our goal in this research is to provide with an ar-
chitecture of a multi-agent system (MAS) capable of
increasing the popularity of community blogs which
are related in terms of affiliation between one another.
The following example details our objective.

A pattern which is very likely to appear when In-
ternet user λ starts a blog, is that of λ trying to find
affiliates such as ν, sharing the same interests and
ready to share his/her audience with λ. By engaging
themselves in affiliation, λ and ν are likely to increase
their number of visitors and page rank.

We propose a MAS architecture capable of provid-
ing automatization of this activity, in order to avoid
them from dealing with time-consumings research and
negotiation processes in affiliation. The Blog Pool, as
an agent, will look for affiliate blogs and deal with the
issues of equity in partnership, and propose the user
to link them in their affiliates section.

1.1 Past research about blog agents

Some researchers have pointed out that blogs could
be considered, in some way, as agents [1]. Blogs rep-
resent the individuals who initially set them up on
the Internet, in order to share his knowledge and let
his opinion be known around the world. Yet, the sys-
tem lacks proactiveness and social behavior [2] to be
defined as an intelligent agent.

1.2 Means of use

We define a blog b and its owner as the same entity.
b is expected to register on the system’s homepage,

with input data such as: the URI to b’s main page,
b’s name, and a category selection. The blog will be
affected a Blog Pool. To collect statistics, b must also
include Javascript code on its template.

To look for new affiliates, b inputs the number of
the position that he intends to attribute to his new
affiliate in the Blogroll. For instance, if there are n

places available in blog b’s Blogroll and b wants an
affiliate for the third slot from the top, b inputs 3.
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1.3 Affiliation utility function

Vb is the daily amount of unique visitors of b.
Gb is the Google page rank of b’s main page.
We call by raw utility for b towards b′ the function:
RawUb(b′) = Vb′Gb′

VbGb

This utility function is an indicator of the reative
ranking, by visitors, for blog b in function of b′.

Ub(b′) = K × RawUb(b′)
Rb′ represents the amount of slots in b′’s blogroll.
rb′(b) is one of the available slots for b in b′’s

blogroll.
card(Rb′) ≤ 5 ⇒ K = exp−3
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5 < card(Rb′) ≤ 10 ⇒ K = exp
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The topmost link in the Blogroll usually gets atten-
tion first, whereas the bottommost one gets attention
last. We have chosen K as a decreasing exponential
model because it is one of the patterns that can be
observed in practice by monitoring.

Once an affiliate’s rb′ reaches five, the probability
to get a click gets significantly lower (exp−3).

1.4 Proposed behavior model

We define expectation as the increase of new visi-
tors that blogs wish for at every iteration (day). The
behavior for blogs is such as expectation varies expo-
nentially in function of their page rank. This can be
explained easily when the evolution of page rank is
roughly approximated to a logarithm of the number
of visitors.

Patterns of visitors expected per iteration in func-
tion of page rank

The way our agents can handle expectation from
blogs is by giving an average amount of new visitors
per iteration for each page rank value as a basis. It
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then applies an expectation coefficient and calculates
the blog’s expectation (blue curve: coefficient 1). The
expectation will be matched against affiliation propos-
als with their utility values.

2 Society of Blog Agents

2.1 Pool layer

The Blog Pool Agents are agents that will allow us
to actually evaluate the performance of our system.
They hold a certain number of blogs, every one of
them having a defined profile, and bearing expecta-
tions. They are profiled mainly by two parameters:
expectations and activity rate. The latter is related
to the tendency of bloggers to look for new affiliates.
Each blog’s initial number of visitors, page rank, ex-
pectation and other parameters are defined using nor-
mal distribution, around means and deviations that
depend on the patterns we want to test.

In our simulation we affect Blog Pool Agents not
by category but by domain (blogger, livejournal...).
Their implementation and ways of extracting data
from blog services will vary, but their interface to the
MAS will remain the same.

Each blog in a Blog Pool Agent outputs a different
satisfaction rate depending on its expectation for new
visitors per day, and the actual number of new visitors
per day it gets. We can then evaluate the system by
measuring the average rate of satisfaction.

2.2 Negotiation layer

The Broker Agents are used by the Blog Pool
Agents to find new affiliation opportunities. Each
Broker Agent hold numerous blogs and their related
data in their internal database, related to only one
category. Depending on database needs for one cate-
gory, other Broker Agents may be spawned to ensure
load balancing.

When an Broker Agent finds enough potential af-
filiates for blog b in its internal database, it begins
evaluating the utility function of b towards every el-
ement of the set of potential affiliates, and makes a
first selection to limit the number of elements. When
the system first start running, that selection is made
randomly, but with time Broker Agents add scores to
their utilities for blogs. The utility function is then
evaluated from every element of the set towards b.

If the Broker Agent(s) responsible for b and b′ reach
the agreement that affiliation is possible given the

place order proposed by b’ for the link tag of b, it
(they) will return a response the Blog Pool Agents of
blogs b and b′ with a partnership proposal to their
bloggers in their respective affiliation homepage.

By using utility scores, propoals that get constantly
rejected by b because of the same reason will not be
shown again after some time.

Finally, the Test Coordinator Agent acts as a coor-
dinator and collects data from Blog Pool Agents. We
use it to monitor the runs.

3 Implementation

To implement this MAS architecture, we use the
MiLog platform [3]. It provides with facilities to run
agents and build flexible MAS systems using logic pro-
gramming similar to Prolog, and numerous facilities
such as message passing by CGI, mobile agent repli-
cation and transer, etc. MiLog runs in the Java envi-
ronment and is easily scalable.

Since the system is meant to be used by a great
amount of people, we intend to test it using sample
data and patterns defined with normal distributions.

4 Conclusion

We have proposed a MAS architecture capable of
assisting bloggers in finding adequate and equitable
affiliations. Our system makes use of patterns and
utility functions that closely resemble bloggers.

If the present research gets good results, it can be
further extended to be applied to references (links
that appear in ”related links” sections) between ar-
ticles of different blogs.
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